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MacLane and Feferman have argued that the traditional set theories of Zermelo-Fraenkel and 
Godel-Bernays are not suitable foundations for category theory because of the requirement for 
self-referencing abstractions. The necessity for distinguishing between small and large categories 
reflects this unsuitability. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a formalization within 
a natural-deduction-based logic and set theory called NaDSet avoids the difficulties that arise with 
the use of the traditional set theories. 
Definitions are provided within NaDSet for most of the fundamental concepts and constructs in 
category theory. The main result of the paper is a proof that the set of all functors forms a category 
under appropriate definitions of composition and equivalence. Additional definitions and dis- 
cussions on products, comma categorres, universals, limits and adjoints are presented. They provide 
evidence to support the claim that any construct, not only in categories, but also in toposes, sheaves, 
triples and srmilar theories can be formalized within NaDSet. 
NaDSet succeeds as a logic and set theory for category theory because the resolution of the 
paradoxes provided for it is based on an extension of Tarski’s reductionist semantics for first-order 
logic. Self-membership and self-reference is not explicitly excluded. The reductionist semantics is 
most simply presented as a natural-deduction logic. A sketch of the elementary and logical syntax or 
proof theory of the logic is provided. A consistency proof for NaDSet is provided elsewhere. 
1. Introduction 
MacLane has argued in [20] that the traditional set theories of Zermelo-Fraenkel 
and Godel-Bernays are inadequate for the full needs of category theory. This point 
is taken up by Feferman in [3,4], where a simple example of a common argument 
in modern algebra illustrates their inadequacy: Consider structures (A, 0, =A) 
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consisting of a set A, a commutative and associative binary operation @ and an 
identity relation =A over A. If B is the set of all such structures, PR is the Cartesian 
product on B and IS0 isomorphism between the elements of B, then the structure 
(B, PR, ISO) is itself a member of B. However, a proof of this fact cannot be 
formalized within the traditional set theories because of the prohibition against 
self-membership or self-reference. 
In [9] a natural-deduction-based set theory NaDSet was described that extends an 
earlier form of the theory [66X], and a proof that (B, PR, ISO) is a member of B was 
provided within it. This encouraged the conjecture that NaDSet could provide a logic 
within which category theory could be formalized. This paper substantiates this 
conjecture. 
Category theory, of course, involves many more primitive concepts than the theory 
of B-structures. Section 3 presents a definition of a category within NaDSet that is 
more general in two respects than the definition given in [l] or in [Zl]. First, 
a category is defined in terms of its arrows only with no reference to objects, as 
suggested in [19]. Secondly, the identity relation of a category is an explicit part of its 
structure. While the first simplification is not fundamental, the second generalization 
has important repercussions. It allows each category to assume its own identity 
relation that generally may be different than the extensional identity implied by the 
traditional definitions. 
The definition of category theory in Section 3 is typical for definitions of an 
axiomatic theory within NaDSet. The axioms of the theory are used only to define the 
set of structures satisfying the axioms, and in no way imply the existence of a structure 
satisfying the axioms. Therefore, the formalization of the theory within NaDSet has 
no existential implications for NaDSet. This fact may help to provide an answer to the 
question posed in [2]: Does category theory necessarily involve existential principles 
that go beyond those of other mathematical disciplines? When a traditional set theory 
is used as a foundation for category theory, it is necessary to distinguish between small 
and large categories [21]. That is not necessary when category theory is formalized 
within NaDSet. 
In Section 4 the notion of a functor on categories is formalized. In Section 5, which 
constitutes the larger part of the paper, the necessary definitions for the category of 
categories and the detailed NaDSet proof that the category of categories is itself 
a category, is provided. This proof is of necessity greatly abbreviated but, nevertheless, 
remains long and tedious. Since NaDSet is a logic novel to most readers, and since 
formal derivations are generally foreign to category theory, the paper possibly errs on 
the side of providing too much detail. To alleviate this somewhat, many details of 
derivations are relegated to appendices. However, by examining only parts of the 
derivations provided, readers may gain confidence in the principal result and in the 
capability of NaDSet to provide logical foundations for category theory. 
The ubiquitous notions of natural transformations and functor categories are 
formalized in Section 6, while in Section 7, definitions and theorems for a variety of 
basic constructions including comma categories, universals, limits and adjoints are 
provided. These two sections further demonstrate that NaDSet may be used as the 
logic for category theory and suggest that any construct in category theory, as well as 
in the theories of toposes, sheaves, triples etc. can be formalized within NaDSet in 
a similar way. 
In Section 2 a definition of NaDSet is given, and some aspects of the logic and set 
theory relevant to this paper are emphasized. A fuller introduction is provided in [ 143 
and 191. The Gentzen sequent formulation of the logic is used in this paper [.5,21]. 
A semantic tree formulation [l l] could equally well be used as it is in [15, 16, 121. 
2. The logic NaDSet 
The elementary syntax, that is the definitions relating to well-formed formulas and 
terms, is described in Section 2.1, while the logical syntax, that is the definitions 
relating to well-formed proofs, is described in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 conventions 
relating to the display of derivations and definitions are discussed and illustrated with 
examples taken from later sections of the paper. 
2.1. Elementary syntax 
The elementary syntax of this version of NaDSet differs from the earlier version in 
three respects: 
(1) The conventional use of epsilon to denote membership is replaced in this 
version by “:“. This use of “:” is similar to the use made of it in category theory and 
some programming languages. 
(2) The elementary syntax requires only one kind of variable, rather than first- and 
second-order variables, although, as with the earlier version, both first- and second- 
order parameters are required. The latter are used as variables unbound by abstrac- 
tion or quantification; that is, they are free variables. Providing distinct notations for 
free and bound variables removes from the logical syntax of the theory, the complica- 
tions of substitution of terms with free variables. First- and second-order constants are 
also admitted. The forms chosen for these syntactic objects are unimportant; the only 
requirements are that there are denumerably many of each form, and objects of 
distinct forms are distinct. 
(3) In the earlier version, a formula Y:S is well formed only if Y is a first-order term 
and s second-order. This implicitly restricts the abstraction introduction rules of the 
earlier version, since formulas introduced by the rules must satisfy the restriction. The 
removal of this restriction in the present version is necessary for the proof of the main 
result of the paper, namely Theorem 5.4. 
To simplify the description of NaDSet, only a single logical connective 1 and only 
a universal quantifier V are taken to be primitive. The connective is joint denial, so 
that (FL G) has the same truth table as (- FA -G). In this definition, as throughout 
the paper, bold expressions represent metavariables over particular sets of strings. 
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2.1.1. Elementary terms 
l A variable is a term. The single occurrence of the variable in the term is a free 
occurrence in the term. 
l Any parameter or constant is a term. No variable has a free occurrence in the term. 
2.1.2. Formulas 
l If Y and s are any terms, then r:s is a $ormula. A free occurrence of a variable in Y or 
in s, is a free occurrence of the variable in the formula. 
l If F and G are formulas then (F J G) is a jbrmula. A free occurrence of a variable in 
F or in G is a free occurrence in (F J G). 
l If F is a formula and u a variable, then \y’uF is a formula. A free occurrence of 
a variable other than u in F, is a free occurrence in VuF; no occurrence of u is free 
in VuF. 
2.1.3. Abstraction terms 
Let t be any term in which there is at least one free occurrence of a variable and no 
occurrence of a parameter. Let F be any formula. Then 
l {t 1 F} is an abstraction term. A free occurrence of a variable in F which does not also 
have a free occurrence in t, is a ,fiee occurrence in {tl F}. A variable with a free 
occurrence in t has no free occurrence in {t / F). 
l An abstraction term is a term. 
2.1.4. First- and second-order terms and atomic formulas 
l A term is first-order if no second-order parameter occurs in it, and is otherwise 
second-order. 
l A formula t: T is atomic if t is first-order, and T is a second-order parameter or 
constant. 
l A term or formula in which no variable has a free occurrence is said to be closed. 
2.2. Logical sqlntax 
The extended NaDSet, like the original, is presented as a Gentzen sequent calculus 
[S, 22, 181. A sequent in NaDSet takes the form r+O, where r and 0 are finite, 
possibly empty, sequences of closed formulas. The formulas r form the antecedent of 
the sequent, and the formulas of 0 the succedent. A sequent can be interpreted as 
asserting that one of the formulas of its antecedent is false, or one of the formulas of its 
succedent is true. 
2.2.1. Axioms 
where G is a closed atomic formula. 
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2.2.2. Propositional rules 
l-,G-+O A, H+A r-G,@ T+H,O 
r,A+(GlH),O,A r,(GJH)+O r,(GJH)-tO 
2.2.3. Quanti$cation rules 
In the first rule, p is a parameter that does not occur in F, or in any formula of r or 0. 
p is the eigenparameter of the rule. 
In the second rule, r is any closed term. Y is called the eiyenterm of the rule. 
2.2.4. Abstraction rules 
where u is a sequence of the distinct variables with free occurrences in the term t, F is 
a formula in which only the variables u have free occurrences and Y is a sequence of 
closed terms, one for each variable in U. 
2.2.5. Structural rules 
Thinning 
r4 r+o 
1--+F,O r,F-+O 
where F is any closed formula. 
Contraction 
r,+F,F,@ r,F,F+O 
T+F,O r,F+O 
Interchange 
r-+F,G,O r,F,G-+O 
r+G,F,O r,G,F+O 
2.2.6. Cut rule 
r+@,F F,A+A 
r,A+O,A 
The propositional, quantification and abstraction rules will be denoted, respect- 
ively, by 
+_1,_1+, +V,V-+, -( } and { }-. 
The structural rules will be referred to by name. The effect of the contraction and 
interchange rules is to treat the antecedent and succedent of a sequent as finite sets of 
formulas. For this reason these rules can safely be ignored. 
All the usual logical connectives, A, V and 3 and the existential quantifier 3 can 
be defined using 1 and V’. Corresponding rules of deduction can be derived and, when 
necessary, will be denoted, respectively, by + A, A +, + V, V +, + 1, 3 +, +3 
and 3+. 
The abstraction rules differ in one important respect from those of [6,7,8]: In an 
application of an abstraction rules, second-order parameters may occur in the terms Y. 
In the original NaDSet, such applications of the rule were prohibited because the 
resulting formula [v/a]t: {t / FJ would not be well-formed. 
The quantification rules require only one kind of universal quantifier, not the two of 
second-order logic. The parameter appearing in the premiss of the -+V rule, but not in 
its conclusion, will be either a first- or a second-order parameter, with the order of the 
parameter implicitly determining the order of the quantifier. There is no similar 
restriction on the V+ rule; however, should a second-order parameter occur in the 
term t appearing in the premiss of the rule, the quantifier can be understood to be 
a second-order quantifier. 
2.3. Dejnitions and deriratiom 
2.3.1. Definitions as abbreoiations 
Essential to an understanding of this paper is the proper interpretation of defini- 
tions such as 
Cat for { (Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp) / Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp]}, and 
Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] for axioms. 
In the first of these definitions, “Cat” is provided as an abbreviation for the abstrac- 
tion term 
{ (Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp) / Category [Ar, =8, Sr, Tg, Cp] }. 
This means that any term or formula in which “Cat” is used as a term, should be 
understood as the term or formula in which “Cat” is replaced by the abstraction term. 
The second of these definitions is a definition scheme of individual definitions of the 
first kind. In the second definition, Ar, =a,Sr,Tg and Cp are used as metavariables 
ranging over the terms of NaDSet. When they are replaced with particular terms, as 
they are in the formula 
Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] 
by variables Ar, =,,Sr,Tg and Cp, the resulting formula 
Category [Ar, =ar Sr, Tg, Cp] 
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is an abbreviation for the conjunction of all the axioms for categories in which the 
terms Ar, =,,Sr,Tg and Cp are replaced by the variables Ar, =a, Sr,Tg and Cp. 
2.3.2. Generalized abstraction 
In the definition appearing in Section 2.3.1, Cat is an abbreviation for a generalized 
abstraction term. In the term, (Ar, =ar Sr,Tg, Cp) is the term t of the abstraction term 
as defined in Section 2.1.2, while Ar, =a, Sr, Tg and Cp are variables that are bound in 
the abstraction term. The definition of Cat has the same form as that usually given for 
finite automata; namely, a category is a quintuple of terms satisfying given axioms. In 
a classical set theory the definition of Cat would take the following form: 
CCat for {x I[ 3 Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] (x = (Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp) A 
Category CAr, =a, Sr, Tg, Cpl )I, 
where x is a variable bound in the abstraction term, and now Ar, =a, Sr, Tg and Cp 
are variables bound by the multiple quantifier 
[3Ar, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp]. 
This definition of CCat cannot be used in place of Cat. For example, the derivation of 
Lemma 4.1 would fail because second-order parameter replace the abstracted vari- 
ables Ar, =a, Sr, Tg and Cp of Cat in the derivation. 
2.3.3. Bounded quantijiers 
Bounded quantifiers are frequently used throughout the paper. For example, each 
of the axioms (cl)-(~20) for categories given in Section 3 uses a single or multiple 
bounded universal quantifier. Consider (~2): 
This expression is an abbreviation for the expression: 
VfVg(f:Ar A g:ArI(f=,gIg =,f). 
Thus [tlJ g : Ar] is a conventional bounded quantifier. 
But a more general form of bounded quantifier is also used: A single variable may 
be bounded by an abstraction term. For example, Lemma 4.1 takes the form: 
+[Vx,y:Cat]P[x,y], 
where P [x, y] is a formula in which the variables x and y occur free. Cat, as explained 
in Section 2.3.2 is an abbreviation for the abstraction term 
{ (Ar, ==, Sr, Tg, Cp > I Category [Ar, =&, Sr, Tg, Cpl >, 
where Ar, =,,Sr,Tg and Cp are variables that are bound in the abstraction term. 
A single bounded quantifier of the form 
[Vx:Cat] P[x] 
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is an abbreviation for the formula 
VAr’V=iVSr’VTg’VCp’( 
(Ar’, =g, Sr’, Tg’, Cp’): { (Ar, =ar Sr, Tg, Cp) I 
CategoryCAr, =a, Sr, Tg,Cp]} 1P[(Ar’, =H, Sr’,Tg’, Cp’)]), 
where Ar’, =H, Sr’, Tg’ and Cp’ are distinct variables free to replace, respectively, the 
variable x in the formula P[x]. 
The formula 
is then an abbreviation for the formula 
VAr’V==‘,VSr’VTg’VCp’VAr”V=~VSr”VTg”VCp”( 
(Ar’, =g, Sr’, Tg’, Cp’) : { (Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp) I 
Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp]} A 
(Ar”, =i, Sr”, Tg”, Cp”) : { ( Ar, =8, Sr, Tg, Cp) I 
Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] } 
3 P[ (Ar’, =;, Sr’, Tg’, Cp’), (Ar”, =y, Sr”, Tg”, Cp”)]), 
where the variables Ar’, =i,Sr’,Tg’,Cp’, Ar”, =y,Sr”,Tg” and Cp” are suitably 
chosen. 
The following rules of deduction for a single bounded quantifier can be derived: 
~~CPl~l~:~~I~~-CCplrrl~l~l~~~ 
- &Vu:{r(F)]G,O 
where u is a sequence of the distinct variables with free occurrences in 1 and p is 
a sequence of the same length as IL of distinct parameters, none of which occur in-the 
conclusion of the rule. 
r+@,[u/u]t:{tIF} d,[[+]f/u]G+/l 
r,d,[vu:{tIF}]G+O,/1 
where u is the same as in the first rule and Y is a sequence of closed terms of the same 
length as u. 
A derivation of these rules will be left to the reader. 
2.3.4. Atomic formulas and axioms 
Tarski’s semantics for first-order logic is reductionist in the sense that the truth or 
falsehood of a formula is reduced to the truth or falsehood of simpler formulas and 
eventually to the truth or falsehood of atomic formulas [23]. Natural-deduction 
presentations of first-order logic formalize Tarski’s semantics in a transparent fashion. 
Extending Tarski semantics in the natural way to a logic such as NaDSet provides 
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a means for avoiding the paradoxes of set theory, but the extended semantics remains 
critically dependent on the definition of atomic formulas and their meaning 
A closed atomic formula in NaDSet, as defined in Section 2.1.4, takes the form Y: T, 
where Y is a closed first-order term without free variables, and T is either a second- 
order constant or a second-order parameter. The term Y can only be a first- 
order constant, a first-order parameter, a second-order constant, or a first-order 
abstraction term {t 1 F}. Only closed atomic formulas appear in the axioms of NaDSet, 
as defined in Section 2.2.1. For example, an axiom used in the derivation of Lemma 
4.1 is 
pd:Arc + pd:Arc, 
where pd is a first-order parameter and Arc a second-order parameter. Another 
example used in the same derivation is 
<pc,pc):Src-t<pc,pc):Src, 
where pc is a first-order parameter, Src is a second-order parameter, and the ordered 
pair (PC, pc) can be taken to be an abbreviation for {x I3z(pc:z 1 pc:z)), as defined 
in [9]. 
Atomic formulas are interpreted in the manner of second-order logic: A first-order 
parameter is assigned an element in a domain e0, while a second-order parameter, such 
as Arc and Sr,, is assigned a subset of a!. For NaDSet the domain II consists 
of all closed terms in which no parameter occurs and, therefore, includes 
{x~3z(pc:zJpc:z)). Th e atomic formula pd:Arc is, therefore, assigned a truth value 
true or false depending upon whether the element of all assigned to pd is or is not 
a member of the subset of d assigned to Arc. Similarly, the atomic formula 
{X 13z(pc:z 1 pc:z)}:S rc is assigned true or false depending upon whether or not the 
term {X 13z(pc:z 1 pc:z)} is or is not a member of the subset of d assigned to Src. 
Further details of the semantics for NaDSet can be found in [9]. 
2.3.5. Notation .fou derivations 
A NaDSet derivation is a tree of sequents, the leaves of which are axioms. Each 
sequent in the tree, other than the axioms, is the conclusion of an application of a rule 
of deduction. At the root of the tree appears the conclusion of the derivation. For 
space reasons, all the derivations presented in this paper are condensed. Several 
applications of the rules of deduction may be represented as one application. To assist 
in identyfing the rule being applied, the principal formula in the conclusion of the rule 
is identified with a prefixed *; here “principal formula” means the explicitly displayed 
formula or formulas in the conclusion of the rule. More than one formula may be so 
prefixed when a single step represents applications of more than one rule. When a step 
involves a single premiss rule, the long bar between the premiss and the conclusion 
used in the description of the rules is omitted. However, in a step with many premisses, 
the long bar is retained and a short bar is used to indicate the beginning of the 
premisses for the next multi-premiss rule. The first of these premisses is the end 
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sequent of the derivation appearing above it. If the other premisses are not numbered 
then their derivations are immediate or are left as exercises for the reader. Only 
premisses that are not simple consequences of a lemma are explicitly annotated. If 
a short bar should occur immediately after a long bar, it is omitted. 
3. Categories 
A NaDSet definition of the set of categories will be given analogous to the definition 
of the structure B in Section 8 of [IS]. The terminology provided in the introduction of 
Cl] will be used with one exception: Instead of using objects and arrows in defining 
a category, objects can be dispensed with altogether, and only arrows used [19]. 
Nevertheless, for the readers who are accustomed to the more traditional definition of 
categories, a definition of the objects for a category in terms of its arrows is provided. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, conventional algebraic notations are used as 
abstraction variables and as parameters. These notations will be explained as they are 
introduced. Additionally, metavariables ranging over terms of NaDSet that are 
intended to represent algebraic concepts, are used. They will always be printed in bold 
type. For example, the variables of this kind used in this section, together with their 
intended interpretation are: 
Ar 
s=r ’ 
Tg 
CP 
the set of arrows or morphisms, 
identity of arrows, 
a binary term with first argument an arrow and second argument its source 
object, 
a binary term with first argument an arrow and second argument its target 
object, 
a ternary term the third argument of which is the composite of the arrows that 
are its first two terms. 
The first use of these metavariables is in the following definition: 
Category [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] for axioms 
“axioms” is the conjunction of the sentences listed below. In these axioms, the usual 
infix notation for =a is used instead of the postfix notation of NaDSet. 
Identity axioms 
61) P$Arlf=,f, 
(~2) C%s:Arl(.f=ag~g =A 
(~31 P’Ls,~:ArlU’=,g A g =,h1f=,4, 
(~4) C~Lg,a:Arl(.f=,y A (fia>:Sr=,(g,a):Sr), 
(~5) [VLa,b:Ar](a =,b A (f;a):Srx(f,b):Sr), 
(~6) CVJs,a:Arl(,f=,g A (.f;a>:Tg~<g,cz):Tg), 
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(~7) [VJa,b:Ar](a =,b A (f,a):TgI(f,b):Tg), 
(cg) CYA~,kk:Arl(f=,k A (.~g,h):Cp~(k,g,h):Cp), 
(~9) CvJg,kk:Arl(g =,k A (f;s,h):Cp~,(f;k,h):Cp), 
(~10) C~,L~,h,k:Arl(~ =,k A (.~Y,h):Cp~(.f:y,k):Cp) 
Sr, Tg and Cp are functions 
(~11) [V$Ar][3a:Ar](,f,a):Sr, 
(~12) [VJa,b:Ar]((,f;a):Sr A (,Lb):SrIa =,b), 
(~13) [VJAr][3a:Ar](f;a):Tg, 
(~14) [VLa,b:Ar]((f,a):Tg A (f;b):Tgxa =,b), 
(~15) Mg,b:Arl((.f,b):Tg A (g,b):Sr~C3h:Arl(f,g,h):Cp), 
(~16) C~,f;s,h,u,b,c:Arl((.f,~,~~):Cp~(~(,f,u):Sr~(h,u):Sr) A 
((sb):Tg~<h,b):Tg) A ((~c>:Tg-(y,c):Sr))), 
(cl71 CV~Y,h,k:Arl((f,y,h):Cp A <Jg,k):CpIh =,k). 
Note that compositions are written in the order of the arrows from left to right. 
Therefore, (f; y, h) :Cp if and only if h is LJ r,f; where 0 denotes morphism composition. 
Identity arrows exist 
(cl@ [V,f;a:Ar]((J;a):SrI(a,a):Sr A (a,a):Tg A (a,Jf):Cp), 
(~19) [VJa:Ar]((f,a):Tgz(a,a):Sr A (a,a):Tg A (f,a,f):Cp). 
Composition is associative 
(~20) [V,eY,h,fg,yh,fy,lh,flyh:Arl((f,y,,fy):Cp A (g,kgh):Q A 
(.~,b,.fylb):Cp A (~gh,flyh):Cp~.fylh=,flgh). 
The set of categories is now defined to be the set of structures satisfying the given 
axioms: 
Cat for { (Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp) 1 Category [At-, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] ), 
where Ar, =a, Cp, Sr and Tg are all used as variables that are bound in the abstraction 
term. 
Finally, the projections on a tuple that represents a category can be given by the 
following definitions. 
Ar[(Ar, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp)] for {ulu:Ar}, 
=aC(Ar,=,,Sr,Tg,Cp)l for {(u,v>}l(u,~~>:=,), 
Sr[(Ar, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp)] for { (u,L’) 1 (u,v):Sr}, 
TgC<Ar, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp)l for {<u,u> I (u,c):Tg}, 
CpCW, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp)l for { (u,u,u~) I (u,~,w):Cp}. 
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3.1. Objects, Horn-sets and commutative diagrams 
The axiomatization of category theory presented here does not require the speci- 
fication of a set of objects, since the objects of a category correspond exactly to its 
identity arrows. Therefore, the set of objects Ob[(Ar, =,,Sr,Tg, Cp)] of a category 
(Ar, =B,Sr,Tg,Cp) may be defined to be any one of the following extensionally 
identical terms: 
(i) {xjx:Ar A (x,x):Sr A (x,x):Tg}, 
(ii) {xlx:Ar A ([3f:Ar](f;x):Sr V [lf:Ar](f;x):Tg)), 
(iii) (xlx:Ar A [VJg:Ar]((J;x,g):CpIf=,g) 
A Cv~s:Arl((x,f;g):Cp~f=,g). 
The Horn-set for objects or and o2 can be defined: 
Hom[o,,o,] for {x(x:Ar A (x,o,):Sr A (x,02):Tg}. 
Finally, that the diagram 
.f 
a-b 
commutes means 
(f;a>:Sr A <Lb):% A (g,b):Sr A (g,c):Tg A (f;g,h):Cp, 
c 
while that the diagram 
f 
a-b 
k 1 1 $7 
d-c 
m 
commutes means 
(f;a):Sr A (f;b):Tg A (g,b):Sr A (g,c):Tg A (k,a):Sr A (k,d):Tg A 
(m,d):Sr A (m,c):Tg A [%:Ar]((f,g,h):Cp A (k,m,h):Cp), 
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that is, that both the following diagrams commute: 
a 
4. Functors 
To define the category of categories the notion of functor from one category to 
another is needed. Its definition is given in the typical NaDSet style with the symbols 
F, Arc, =aC, Sr,, ‘k-, CPC, Ar,, =aD? SrD, TgD and CpD used as metavariables ranging 
over the second-order terms. 
Functor CF, (Arc, =aC, Src, Tg,, CPC>, 
WD, =aD, SrD, TgD, CpD)] for axioms, 
where axioms consists of the conjunction of the following sentences: 
F is a map for categories 
(fl) (Arc, =aC, Sc-,Tgc,Cpc):Cat, 
W) (Ar D, =aD,SrD,TgD,CpD):Cat. 
F maps arrows to arrows, preserving arrow identity 
(f3) [Vjk:Ar,][3fd:Ar,](fc,fd):F, 
(f4) [Vfc,gc:Arc][V&yd:ArD](fc =aCgc A (fc,fd):F A (gc,gd):F 
Ifd =aD gd), 
(f5) [V~,gc:Arc][V~d:ArD](,fc =acgc A (fc,fd):F=,(gc,fd):F), 
(f6) [Vfc:Ar,][Vjd,gd:Ar,](fd =aDgd A (fc,fd):Fz(fc, gd):F). 
F preserves source, target and composition 
(f7) [VJkc:Ar,][Vfd,d:ArD]((fc,c):Src A (fc,fd):FA (c,d):F 
~(fd,d):SrD), 
(f8) [V_kc:Ar,][VJd,d:Ar,]((fc,c):Tg, A (fc,fd):F A (c,d):F 
=(fd,d):‘%), 
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Functors, following a suggestion in [ 191, are defined as triples that include the source 
and target categories. The set of functors is defined: 
Func for {<F, <Arc, =a~3 Src, Tgc, CP,), (ArD, =aD, Sr,, Tg,, CP,) > I 
FunctorCF,(Arc, =ac,Src,Tg,,Cp,),(ArD, =,D,SrD,TgD,CpD)l}. 
The set of functors from a category (Ar,, =aC,Sr,,Tg,, Cp,) to a category 
(Ar,, =nD, Sr,,Tg,,Cp,) is defined as 
FuncC(Ar,, =aC, Sk, Tg,,QC), <Ar,, =aD, Sr,, Tg,, CpD)l 
for 
(x1(x, (Arc, =aC,Sr~,Tg~,C~~h (Ar,, =,o,Sr,,Tg,,C~,)):Func}. 
In [20, I] an additional axiom is included in the definition of functors; the axiom 
states that a functor must map identity arrows to identity arrows. But that axiom is 
not independent of the seven axioms given here. Since the identity arrows of a cat- 
egory are its objects, they can be defined by one of the three equivalent definitions 
given in Section 3.1. The first of these definitions will be used here: 
Id[(Ar,, =BC,SrC,Tgc,CpC)] for jx(x:Ar, A (x,x):Sr= A (x,x):Tg,). 
The sequent asserted to be derivable in the following lemma, expresses the addi- 
tional axiom. 
Lemma 4.1. The following sequent is derivable 
~[Vx,~:Cat][V,f:Func[x,y][Vc:Ar[x][Vd:Ar[Y]](c:IdCx] A 
(c,d):fId:Id[y]]. 
Proof. A derivation of the sequent follows. In this, pc and pd are first-order para- 
meters, F, Arc, =aC, Sk, Tg,, CPC and ArD, =aD, SrD, Tg,, Cp, are second-order para- 
meters and C and D are abbreviations for the tuples (Arc, =ac,Src,Tgc,Cpc) and 
(ArD, =aD, SrD, Tg,, Cp,), respectively. 
(pc,pc):Sk + (pc,pc):Sk 
(pc,pd):F+(pc,pd):F A (pc.pd):F 
(pc,pc):Sr,, (pc,pd):F+ 
*(<pc,pc):Src A <pc,pd):F A (pc,pd):F) 
(pd,pd):SrDj(pd,pd):Sr, 
*((pc,pc):Sr, A <pc,pd):F A (pc,pd):F~(pd,pd):SrD), 
(pc,pc):Sr,,(pc,pd):F~(pd,pd):Sr, 
pd:ArD+pd:ArD 
pd:Ar,+pd:Ar, 
pc:Arc+pc:Arc 
pc:Ar,+pc:Ar, 
*[Vjk,c:Arc]*[Vj2Ld:Ar,]((fc,c):Src A (fc,fd):F A 
(c,d):F~(,fd,d):Sr,), 
p~:Ar~,pd:Ar,,(pc,pc):Sr,,(pc,pd):F-+(pd,pd):Sr, 
(4 *Functor[F,C,D],pc:Ar,,pd:Ar,,(pc,pc):Sr,,(pc,pd):F 
+<pd,pd):Sr, [(f7), thinning] 
Functor[F,C,D],pc:Arc,pd:ArD, (pc,pc):Tg,, (pc,pd):F 
+(pd, pd) :Tg, [similar to (a)] 
pd:Ar,-+pd:Ar, 
Functor[F,C,D],pc:Arc,pd:Ar,,(pc,pc):Sr,,(pc,pc):Tgc,(pc,pd):F 
+*(pd:ArD A (pd,pd):SrD A (pd,pd):TgD) 
Functor[F, C, D], pc:Arc, pd:ArD, *pc:Id[C],(pc,pd):F+*pd:Id[D] 
Functor[F, C, D], pc:Ar,, pd:Ar, 
-+*(pc:Id[C] A (pc,pd):Fxpd:Id[D]) 
Functor[F,C,D]-+*[Vc:Ar[C]]*[Vd:Ar[D]](c:Id[C] 
A (c,d)FId:Id[D]) 
*F:Func[C,D]+[Vc:Ar[C]][Vd:Ar[D]](c:Id[C] 
A (c,d):FId:Id[D]) 
*C:Cat,*D:Cat,F:Func[C,D]~[Vc:Ar[C]][Vd:Ar[D]](c:Id[C] 
A (c,d):F xd:Id[D]) (thinning) 
~*[Vx,y:Cat]*[V~Func[x,y][Vc:Ar[x]][Vd:Ar[y]](c:Id[x] 
A(c,d):f~d:Id[y]). 0 
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5. The category of categories 
5.1. Dejinitions und preliminaries 
The category of categories is defined as the tuple (Ar, =d, sr, Ug, C:on) of the 
second-order terms Ar, =w, F~,IP. Ta, @p, whose definitions are given in this section. 
Because of the great number of variables used in this section some abbreviations, 
similar to those used in the derivation of Lemma 4.1, are again used here and later in 
this chapter: The capital letters A,B, C,D,E with or without subscripts, are used to 
abbreviate the tuples (Ar,, =aA, Sr,, Tg,, Cp,), . . . , (Ar,, zaE, Sr,, Tg,,Cp,) of the 
terms Ar,, =aA, Sr,,Tg, and Cp,, . . . . Ar,, =&, Sr,, Tg, and Cp,, respectively. On 
different occasions these terms can be second-order parameters, abstraction variables 
or metavariables that range over the second-order terms. However, what the terms are 
to be in a particular context will be described prior to their use. 
In the following definitions, the letters C and D, with or without subscripts, are 
abbreviations for the previously mentioned tuples of abstraction variables, while the 
letters F, G, H possibly subscripted, are regular abstraction variables. 
A definition of the set Ae of arrows for the category of categories will be provided 
first; it is just the set of functors, as defined in Section 4: 
AIP for Func. 
The identity =d for members of Ao is defined in terms of extensional identity. 
=. for C((F,,C,,D,),(F,,Cz,D,))IC, =.Cz A D1 =8Dz A J’, =eFZ). 
In this definition =@ is the coordinate-wise extensional identity among tuples of terms 
defined by 
=e for (((Ar,, =al,Srl,Tg,,Cp,),(Ar,, =az,Sr2,Tg2,Cpz))/ 
Ar, =eArz A =al =e =a2 h Sr, =eSr2 
A Tg, =rTg, A CPI =eC~z), 
where Ar,, . . . . Cp, are all being used as abstraction variables. The definition of 
extensional identity =e depends upon the context: 
Ar, =cAr2 for [V,f:ArI]f:Ar2 A [‘J.f:Ar2]f:ArI, 
zal =e =a2 for CYfia:ArIIU”=aI c13f=a2d A 
Cv~Y:Ar21(1’=,2y~f‘=,,g), 
Sr, =,Sr2 for CV,~Y:Ar,l((.f,y):Sr,=,(f,y):Sr2) A 
Cv.f;s:Ar21((1;g):Sr2’(.f;g):Sr,), 
TgI =eTg2 for Cv~g:Ar,l((f;g):Tg,~(,1;g):Tg2) A 
1v.1;g:Ar21((f;g):Tgz~(J;g):Tg,). 
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CP, =,CP, for CV~g,~~:Ar11((1;g,h):Cp~~(f;g,~~):Cp2) A 
IV~g,h:Ar21((f;g,h):Cp2~(.f;g,h):Cpl), 
F, =eF~ for C~f:Ar~11C~~:Ar~11(~J;g):~l~~f;g):~2) A 
C~~A~c~1C~g:A~~21(~f;g):~2~~fTg):~l). 
Clearly, the source and target of an arrow has to coincide with the identity functor of 
the source and target category, respectively. Their definitions follow, in a style similar 
to that of Ar: 
similarly, 
UFL for I((F,,C,,D,),(F,,C,,D,))l 
C2 =pD1 A D2 =pD1 A C~f;s:Aroll(~f;g):F2=f=,~,g)}. 
The final definition needed is of @on, composition of the arrows for the category of 
categories: 
C=lln for j((E,,C1,D,),(F2,Cz,D,),(F3,C3,D3))l 
C1 =pC3 A D1 =,C2 A D2=eD3 A 
CV~Ar,,lCVg:Ar,,l((f,g):F,= 
C3h:Ar,Il(<,f;h>:F1 A (kg):Fd)}. 
The main goal of the paper is to show that the set Cat with the defined constructs is 
itself a category. The proof of this result, provided later, makes use of some prelimi- 
nary results that are discussed next. Some trivial consequences of the definitions of 
=e and =p are listed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. For any second-order parameters P, Q and R, the following sequents are 
derivable: 
(1) P =,Q + P =,Q, 
(2) +P =e P, 
(3) I’ =e Q-Q =e P, 
(4) P=eQ,Q=eR --f P=,R. 
For any tuples C, D and E of second-order parameters, as de$ned in this section, and an) 
jirst-order parameters a, b, c, the following sequents are derivable: 
(5) C=,D --f C=,D, 
(6) C =e C, 
(7) C=,D + D=,C, 
(8) C=,D,D=,E --f C=,E, 
(9) a:Arc,C =,D -+ a:Ar,, 
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(10) a =aCb,C =,D + a=,,b, 
(11) (a, b):Sr,-,C =gD -+ (a, b):SrD, 
(12) (a, b):Tg,, C =e D + (a, b):Tg,, 
(13) (a,b,c):Cp,,C =eD --f (a,b,c):Cpo. 
The sequents (1))(13) are simple consequences of the definitions of =e and =8. Their 
derivations are left to the reader. 
5.2. Identity jiinctors 
Identity functors are defined as 
Od [C] for =aC. 
The next lemma insures that for any category (an element of Cat) there exists an 
identity functor from the category to itself. 
Lemma 5.2. The sequent 
--+[Vx:Cat](M[x],x,x):A~ 
is derivable. 
Proof (outline). If C is any tuple (Arc, =aC, Src, Tgc, Cp,) of second-order para- 
meters, the lemma is obtained by an application of -+V to the sequent 
C:Cat+(M[C],C,C):Ar, 
whose dervation is obtained as follows. 
Let Ax [G, A, B] be the result of replacing F by G, (Arc, =aC, Src, Tg,, Cp,) by A, 
and (ArD, =,D,Sr,,Tg,,Cp,) by B in an axiom of (fl) to (f9) in the definition of 
a functor in Section 4. From the definition of Ar, it is obvious that a proof of the 
lemma can be obtained from a derivation of the sequent 
C:Cat+Functor[Od[C],C,C] 
by a single application of +{ }. The latter derivation can, in turn, be obtained if for 
each axiom ( fl) to (f10) a derivation for the sequent 
(Ll) C:Cat-+Ax[Od[C], C, C] 
is provided. Derivations of (Ll) for (f3), (f4) and (f7) are given in Appendix A. 0 
5.3. Composition functors 
For the next lemma, the following definition of the composition of two functors is 
required: 
iF@ [Fl, Cl, Dl, F2, C2,02] for 
{(f;s>lC3k:Ar,,l((f,k):Fl A (kg):W}. 
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The lemma states that if two functors are composable, their composite is also 
a functor. 
Lemma 5.3. The sequent 
-[V,f;y:Func][V~,c,d,e:Cat]((f;b,c):Ar A (g,d,e):Ar A c =,d 
3([Fa)C~f;,c,g,d,el,b,e):Ar) 
is derit&le. 
Proof (outline). If F,, Fz are second-order parameters and C,,Dr, Cr, D1 are the 
usual tuples of second-order parameters, the lemma can be obtained from the sequent 
<F,,CI,DI):A~, (Fz>Cz,D2):Ar, DI =eCz 
~(~@CF,,C,,D,,F2,C2,D21,C1,D2):Ar 
by successive applications of the -+V rule. The last sequent can be derived from the 
sequent 
Functor[F,,C,,D,], Functor[F,,C2,DZ], D1 =eC2 
~FunctorCIF@CF,,C,,D,,F,,C,,D,l,C1,D,l 
by two applications of { } - and one of -{ }. 
Let Ax [G, A, B] be as in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Obviously, a proof of the latter 
sequent can be obtained if for each axiom ( f 1) to (f9) in the functor definition in 
Section 4, a derivation of the sequent 
(L2) AxCF,,C,,D,I, A~CFZ>CZ,DZIDI =eCz+ 
AxCIF~~F,,C,,D,.F,,C~,D,I,C~,D,I 
is provided. Derivations of (L2) for (f4) and (f9) are given in Appendix B. 0 
5.4. Cut is a category 
An outline of a proof of the following theorem, the main result of the paper, is 
provided in this section. 
Theorem 5.4. The sequent 
+(Ar, =a, .%, Tg, Cp):Cat 
is deritlable in NaDSet. 
Proof (outline). A derivation of 
-+(Ao.=.,Sr,Tg, @gs):Cat 
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can be obtained from a derivation of 
+Category[Ar, =&, %, TTg, Con] 
by one application of + { } rule and the definition of Cat. To derive the latter sequent, 
it is necessary to provide a derivation of each sequent of the form 
(Tf) +Ax[Ar, =k, sr, Tig, @an], 
where Ax[Ar, =a,Sr,Tg,Cp] is one of the axioms (cl) to (~20). 
Lemma 5.2 provides an eigenterm of the form (Id [Cl, C, C), where C is a five- 
tuple of second-order parameters, for the existential quantifier in (cl 1) and (~13) and 
Lemma 5.3 is used to provide the eigenterm for the quantifier in (c15), which has the 
form (~C[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2],Cl,D2) for some second-order parameters Fl,F2 
and five-tuples of second-order parameters Cl, Dl, C2 and 02. The derivations of the 
remaining sequences of the form (Tl) can be obtained by simple applications of the 
definitions given in Section 5.1. 
Derivations of (Tl) for the axioms (cll), (~15) and (~18) are provided in 
Appendix C. tI 
6. Natural transformations and functor categories 
As Eilenberg and MacLane (see [21]) observed that “category” has been defined in 
order to define “functor”, and “functor” has been defined in order to define “natural 
transformation”. This notion induces an equivalence relation between categories that 
allows a comparison of categories that are “alike” but of different “sizes”. Moreover, 
natural transformation is the basic ingredient in the ubiquitous construction of 
functor categories. 
6.1. Natural transformations 
We now proceed with a NaDSet definition of a natural transformation from one 
functor to another. In this, T, F,G, Ar,, =as,Sra,Tg,, Cp,,Ar,, =aC, Src,Tg,,Cp,, 
Ar,, =aD, Sr,, Tg,, Cp, are used as metavariables ranging over second-order terms, 
while B, C, D are used as abbreviations of the tuples (Ar,, =aB, Sr,, Tg,, CpB), (Ar,, 
=aC, Src, Tg,, Cp,) and (Ar,, =aD, Sr,, Tg,, Cp,), respectively. 
As with categories and functors, the set of natural transformations is defined in two 
steps: 
NatTransform [T, F, G, C, D] for axioms, 
where “axioms” consist of the conjunction of the following formulas: 
T is a map for ,functors 
(tl) (F,C,D):Func, 
(t2) (G, C, 0) : Func. 
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T is a function ,fiom objects in C to arrows in D 
(t3) [Vc:Ob[C]] [3tc:Ar,](c,tc):T, 
(t4) [Vc:Ob[C]][V’rc:Aro]((c,tc):T~[3fc,gc:Ar,]( 
(c,,fc):F A (c,yc):G A (tc,.fk):SrD A (tc,yc):TgD)), 
05) CVc,,c20bCCIICV~c,,~c2:Ar,l( 
cl =acc2 A (c,,tc,):TA (c2,tcz):TItcl =aDtcz), 
(t6) [V~~,c~:Ob[C]][V’tc:Ar~](c,=~~c~ A (~,,tc):T~(c~,tc):T), 
(t7) [Vc:Ob[C]][Vtc,,tc,:Ar,](tcI=,,tc, A (~.tc~):T~(c,tc~):T). 
For every arrow 
cl 
12 I 
c2 
of C, the diagram 
TCl 
Fcl-Ccl 
Fh 
I I 
Gh 
Fc2- Gc2 
TC2 
commutes: 
(t8) [Vc,,c20b[C]] [Vh:Ar,] [Vtc,,tc,,Jh,yh:Ar,]( 
(k,c,):Sr, A (h,cz):Tg, A (c,,tcl):T A (c,,tc2):T 
A (k,fk):F A (k,gk):G 
3[3k:Aro]((tc1,gk,k):Cpo A (fk,tc,,k):Cp,)). 
The set of natural transformations is defined: 
NatTrans for { (t,.f; 9, c, d) 1 NatTransform [t,,A g, c, d] }. 
Given the functors F, C: C+ D, the sets of natural transformations from F to G can 
now be defined: 
NatTrans[F, G, C, D] for {t / (t, F, G, C, D):NatTrans}. 
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6.2. Natural equivalence 
A natural transformation is a natural isomorphism (or a natural equivalence) if each 
component of it is an isomorphism in the target category: 
NatIsomorphism[F, G, C, D] for 
{tIt:NatTrans[F,G,C,D] 
A [Vc:Ob[C]][V’tc,dI,dz:Ar,]((c,tc):t A (tc,d,):Sr, 
A (tc,Ii,):Tg,~[3h:Ar,]((tc,h,d,):CpD A (h,tc,d,):Cp,))}. 
Given two categories C and D, the equivalence relation among functors from C to D is 
given by 
NatEq[C, D] for { (f;g)l [St:NatTrans[f,y,C, D] 
t: NatIsomorphism [J; g, C, D] }. 
An equivalence relation z between categories can be given by the following definition 
in which C,D are used as tuples of abstraction variables. 
zfor {(C,D)/[ZlF:Func[C,D]][3G:Func[D,C]]( 
(W[CF, C,D, G,D, C], M[C]):NatEq[C, C] 
A (~@CG,D,C,F,C,Dl,O~C~l):NatEqCD,~l)}, 
where OaO[_] and iFC[ _,_,_,_,_,_] are the terms defined prior to Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, 
respectively. Other definitions are possible as for example described in [l, 211. 
6.3. Functor categories 
If C and D are categories, the category of functors -jiinctor category - from C to D, 
denoted by DC or FunCat[C, D], is defined as the tuple 
DC for (A$C, 01, =,CC, Dl, SrCC, 01, T&C, Dl, @FCC, 01) 
of the parameterized terms Ar[C’, D], =,[C, D], Ss[C, D], Tg[C, D], Co[C, D], 
whose definitions follow. 
Obviously, the arrows of this category are the natural transformations among 
functors from C to D. The reader should note that the objects of this category are the 
functors themselves. Thus, we define 
Als[C, D] for { (T, F, G) 1 NatTransform [ T, F, G, C, D] }. 
The identity among the members of AI@C, D] is defined in terms of the extensional 
identity: 
=,CCDl for {((T,,F,,G,),(T,,F,,G,))l 
F1 =eFZ A Cl =eG2 A Tl =,T,}. 
The identity =e for the terms that represent functors (F’s and G’s) was defined in 
Section 4; it only remains to give its definition for the terms representing natural 
transformations: 
T, =,T, for [Vc:Ob[C]][Vd:Ar,]((c,d):T,=(c,d):T2). 
The source and the target of an arrow coincides with the source and the target 
functors of the transformation which are viewed as identity natural transformations. 
Consequently, we define 
S4CW for j((T,,F,,G,),(T,,F,,G,))/ 
T,=, F1 A F2 =eF1 A G2 =eF1) 
and 
~gCC,W for j((T,,F,,G,),(T,,F,,G,))I 
T, =eG1 A F2 =eGl A G2 =,G,} 
Finally, the composition of two natural transformations is given by the next 
definition. 
QDCCW for j((T~,F1,G1),(Tz,F2,Gz),(TJ,Fj,G3))l 
F,=,F, A G=,F2 A G2 =eG3 
A [Vc:Ob[C]] [Vd:ArD]((c,d):T, 
‘[3d,,d,:Ar,]((c,d,):T, A (c,dz):T2 
A (dl,dz>d)Cp,))). 
The sequent of the following theorem states that for any categories C, D, the set of 
functors from C to D is itself a category. 
Theorem 6.1. The sequent 
+[V’x,y:Catl (Affx,yl, =d[~,fl, Sr[x,y], Tg[x,y], @p[x,y]):Cat 
is derivable within NaDSet. 
A derivation of the theorem can be obtained if a derivation is provided for each 
sequent of the form 
Ax [Arc, =a~, Sk, Tg,, CPCI, Ax CArD, =aD1 SrD, Tg,, Cp,l 
+AxC~4C,Dl, =,CC,Dl> WC,Dl, TgCC,Dl, QCC,Dll, 
where Are, =aC, Src, Tgc, CP,, Ar,, =aD, SrD, Tg,, Cp, are second-order parameters, 
C and D are the tuples (Arc, =aC, Sr,,Tg,, Cp,), (Ar,, =aD, SrD,Tg,,Cp,) and 
Ax[_,_,_,_,_] is one of the axioms (cl) to (~20). The latter derivations are similar (in 
structure as well as in length) to those in the proof of Theorem 5.4 and are omitted for 
space reasons. 
7. Other constructions 
7. I. Opposites 
With each category C, we associate the opposite category, Cop, defined to be the 
term 
<Arc, =c, Srop Ccl,TgoP CCl,CpopCCI), 
with components 
Srop[C] for { (~1, u)~(u, t’):Tg,}, 
TgoPIC] for {(u, u)l (u, v):Sr,}, 
CpOPIC] for { ( ~,~,~)l(~~,4g):cP,) 
Lemma 7.1. The following sequents are derivable 
-+[Vx:Cat]xop:Cat 
+[Vx:Cat](xop)op =e~ 
7.2. Product categories 
Given two categories Band C, the product of them, B x C, is defined to be the term 
(Ar” C&Cl, =xCB,C1,Sr” I~,Cl,~g”C~,C1,Cp”C~,C1~, 
with components 
(Ar” [B,C] for {(u,u) lu:Ar, A v:ArC$, 
=“C&cl for (((tl,~),(,f,g))l(tr,.f):=,BA (c,g):=ac)> 
Sr”C&Cl for {((~1,~),(~;g))l(~,f):Sr~A (hg):Src), 
Tg”CB,Cl for (((U,~),(f;g))l(u,f):TgsA (v,g):‘b}, 
CP" C&Cl for {<(u,> c1>,(~2,2‘*),(.f;Y))l(U1,U2,.f):CPB 
A (c,,Q,g):cP,}. 
Given two functors F and G their product, Fx G is given by 
FxGfor(((u,u),(f;y))l(u,f):FA (v,g):Gj. 
Lemma 7.2. The following sequents are derivable 
+[Vw,z:Cat] w x z:Cat, 
~[VW1,1~2,z1,z2:Cat][V~Func[u,,,zI]][Vg:Func[wZ,z2]] 
,f’x g:Func[w, x w2,z1 x zZ]. 
7.3. Comma categories 
If B, C and D are categories and F:C-+ B, G: D-, B functors, the comma category 
(F,G) is defined to be the term 
<Arlf;;G,B,CDl, =CF,G,B,C,Dl,SrCF,C,B,C,Dl, 
Tg [IF, G, B, C, 03, CP CF. G B, G 01 >, 
with components 
Ar[F,G,B,C,D], for j(u,c,w,.w)lu:Ar,Av:Ar,Aw:Ar,Ax:Ar, 
A CX~,~:Arsl((~,f):FA (GS):G A (.f;x,k):CpB A (w,g,h):Cpd}, 
=CF,GB,C,Dl for ~((u,,~~,~~‘~,x~),(u~,v~,~~~,x~))~ 
(Ul,U~):=,~A (V,,VZ):=~D A (Wl,\li~):=a~ A (Xl,XZ):=a~}, 
SrCF,G&C,Dl for (((~~,v~,~~~~,x~),(u~,u~,~~,x~))/ 
(ul,uz):Src A (l’l,t’l):SrD A (wl,w2): ==* A (w1,x2): yS}, 
TgCF,GB,C,Dl for j((~1,~~1,w1,-~1),(~2,~2,~2,x2))l 
(u,,u2):Tg, A (Vl,V2):TgD A (x,,w~):=~~ A (x~,x~):=~~}, 
CpCF,GB,CDl for {<< ~l,~l,M’1,-‘(l),(~*,L.Z~~~*,X2),(Uj,~3,W~,X3))/ 
(w~,w~):=,~ A (x~,\v~):=~~ A (x~,.x~):=~~ 
A (u,,u,,u,):Cp, A (c,,~,,c~):Cp,}. 
The meticulous reader will have already noticed in the last definition a slight deviation 
from the traditional one. The arrows of a comma category, according to the above 
definition, are quadruples instead of pairs. Although such a deviation is immaterial (it 
only affects the representation of the construct not its properties), it has been found 
necessary to avoid the explicit use of objects and Horn-sets. Nevertheless, it can be 
shown that a triple (e, Il,.f) is an object of (F, G) as defined in [21] iff (e, d,Jf) 
is an object of (F,G) according to our definition. Moreover, an arrow 
(k, k) : (e, d,f‘)-(e’, d’,.f’) in [21] is exactly the arrow (k, k,Lf’) in our definition. 
The difference is that in the first case an arrow cannot be determined by the pair (k, k) 
alone without explicitly giving its source and target, while in our presentation the 
tuple (k, k,j;f“) uniquely determines an arrow in (F, G). 
Lemma 7.3. The following sequent is derivable: 
+[V.u,y,z:Cat][~f:Func[x,y]] [Vq:Func[z,p]] (,f;g):Cat. 
7.4. Universals and limits 
To improve readability, in the next two sections additional abbreviations will be 
used that resemble the functional notation used in mathematics. Specifically, if F is 
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a functor (or transformation) from B to C, we use 
F[x& for {yly:Ar, A (x,y):F), 
[y+zlc for {wI\v:Arc A (w,y):Src A (w,z):Tg,}, 
and combining them, 
[y-+F[x]Ic for [WI w:Arc A (w,y):Sr, A [3z:F[xlc](w,z):Tgc). 
Similar definition can be given for [F[y]-xlc and [F[y]-F[x]]~. We can proceed 
now with the definition of universal arrows. 
Given a functor F: D-+C and an object c of C, the following term defines the set of 
uniaersal arrows from c to F. 
UniArrFrom [F, D, C, c] for 
{ (r,u)Ir:Ob[D] A u:[c-F[r]]= 
A P~:OblDll P’s:Cc+FC41c1 C~~~:C~-t~lolC~ful:FC~llcl 
t(uJ~l~Y):CPc 
A Cv’sz:Cr+dlnl I~~~~:FCs~l~l((~~.f~~~~>:Cp~~g~ =,De))). 
By duality, the set of universal arrows from the functor F to an object c is given by 
UniArrTo [F, D, C, c] for 
{(r,u)Ir:Ob[D] A u:[F[r]-clc 
A Cv~:OblDll C~g:CFC4-cl~l PgI:C~+rld C?fi~:Flu~l~l 
((fui>kg):CP, 
A Cvg~:C~-rld C~~g~:FCg~Icl((fs~,u,s>:CPc~g~ =sdd)). 
A definition of the diagonal functor must precede a discussion of limits and colimits. 
In the following definitions B and C are categories, c an object of C and f an arrow 
of c: 
DF[B,C,c] for {(u,v)lu:Ar, A L.=,=c~, 
DT[B,C,f] for ((U,U)IU:Ob[B] A c=,,.J). 
The diagonal functor from C to CB is defined as 
d[B,C] for ((u,y)lu:Ar, A y =,DT[B,C,u]}. 
The following lemma justifies these definitions. 
Lemma 1.4. The sequences 
+[V’j,x:Cat][Vc:Ob[.u]]DF[j,x,c]:Func[j,x] 
+[Vj,x:Cat][Vc,c’:Ar,] [V’f:[c-c’]~] 
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DT[j,x,f]:NatTrans[DF[j,x,c],DF[j,x,c’],j,x] 
+ [ Vj, x: Cat] d [j, x] : Func [x, xj] 
are derivable. 
Definitions of limits and colimits can now be given. Given a functor F:B-+C, the 
limits for F are given by 
Limit[F, B,C] for {(u, v)l(u,c):UniArrowTo[d[B,C], CC’, F]} 
and the colimits of F by 
Colimit[F, B, C] for { (1.4, c)~(L(, c):UniArrowFrom[d [B, C], C, CB, F]}. 
Products, powers, equalizers, pullbacks and their duals can easily be defined as 
special cases of limits and colimits, respectively. 
7.5. Adjoints 
Given two categories C, D, an adjunction from C to D consists of a pair of functors 
F:C-+D, G: D-C and a natural transformation q from the identity functor of C to the 
composition of F and G with some additional properties given by the following 
definition: 
Adjunction [C, D, F, G, q] for 
F:Func[C, D] A G:Func[D,C] 
A ?y:NatTrans[Od[C], E@[F,C, D,G, D,C], C,C] 
A [V.x:Ob[C]][\Jy:Ob[D]][V~[x+G[y]],][3~x:~[x-jc] 
C~fi:C~C.~l-~l~lC~~~~:~Cfil,l~(~~,~~,.~~:C~, 
A C~~~:C~C-UI-~I~IC~~f2:~Cf~lcl~(~~~~~.f~~f~:C~~ 
If; =rDf2)) 
or, equivalently, 
Adjunction [C, D, F, G, q] for 
F: Func [C, D] A G:Func [D, C] 
A q:NatTrans[Od [Cl, [FC [F, C, D, G, D, C], C, C] 
A [Vx:Ob[C]] [?fi:F[x]~] [3rp~:q[x]~] 
(~5, qx): UniArrFrom[G, D, C, x]. 
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Finally, the set of udjoint pairs of functors from C to D is defined as 
Adjoint [C, D] for 
{(f;tr> I C3v:NatTransWCCl, Fa3C.f; C D,g, D,Cl,C,Cll 
Adjunction[C, D,,L 9, q] ). 
8. Additional issues 
The discussion in the last section suggests that the variety of constructs defined for 
categories, toposes, triples and related theories, [l] can be defined within NaDSet. 
Nevertheless, there are two kinds of issues that have not yet been addressed. The first 
concerns the definition of the category of sets per se and the second involves notions 
like completeness that make either an implicit or an explicit reference to the tradi- 
tional foundations of the category theory. Although these issues are topics of future 
research, some preliminary ideas and directions are presented in the following para- 
graphs. 
In a traditional presentation of category theory [21], the category of sets, Set, is 
defined to be a category whose objects consist of every object that a classical set 
theory accepts as a set and whose arrows are the mappings among these sets. In 
NaDSet, however, set abstraction is introduced via abstraction rules, rather than 
through a comprehension axiom scheme, and enjoys an equal treatment with the 
connectives and quantifiers. As a consequence, NaDSet provides a characterization of 
sound arguments, and not a characterization of acceptable sets. Nevertheless, the 
category Set should be definable within NaDSet. Section 8 of [9] provides a NaDSet 
formalization of GiidelLBernays set theory within which every theorem of 
Giidel-Bernays theory can be derived. Using this formalization, it should be possible 
to define a term representing the class of GGdel-Bernays sets; the class of mappings 
among these sets then can be defined as the set of triples with elements the domain, 
co-domain, and the extension of the mapping. Among the remaining components of 
Set, target, source, and composition should have the expected definitions, while arrow 
identity is taken to be the extensional identity over the mappings. It is expected that 
the traditional categorical constructions that are related to Set, such as Hom- 
functors, fun&or representations and the Yoneda construction, can also be developed 
within NaDSet. 
Set is not the only meaningful category of sets that can be defined within NaDSet. 
There are two identity relations definable in the theory: the intensional identity 
defined by 
= for {(L1,u)~[vz](u:z73v:z)}, 
which satisfies all the usual properties of identity including substitutivity, and the 
extensional identity 
=e for {(u,U)~[vz](z:U~z:U)}. 
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Each one of them defines a different “universal” set: 
Vl for {u/u=u) and V2 for {u~u=~u}. 
Any one of Vl, V2 and Vl n V2 can be used as the object component of a category of 
sets VlSet, VZSet, and VlZSet, respectively. It should be possible to show that Set is 
a subcategory of VlSet. What properties each of them has and whether the classical 
constructions on Set can be carried over to these categories, remains to be seen. 
An analogous treatment may be given to the second group of issues. The concept of 
completeness is taken to illustrate the main idea. A category is said to be small if its 
objects and arrows are Godel-Bernays sets. Traditionally, a category C is called 
small-complete if every functor from a small category J to C has a limit [Zl]. Such 
a notion can be defined in NaDSet given the NaDSet definition of Godel-Bernays 
sets. Moreover, it is believed that classical results such as Freyd’s proposition (that 
a small category which is small-complete is a preorder) and Freyd’s adjoint functor 
theorem [21] can be proved in this framework. 
Nonetheless, a more general notion of completeness can be defined in NaDSet. Let 
R be a unary relation on Cat definable within NaDSet, and define an R-category to be 
one that satisfies R. A category C is called R-complete if every functor from an 
R-category to C has a limit Small-complete categories, categories with terminal 
objects, with products, with pullbacks, with finite products, etc., are some of the 
interesting special cases of R-complete categories. 
Appendix A 
A derivation of the sequent (Ll), 
C:Cat-+Ax[Od [Cl, C, C], 
is provided for each of the axioms (f3), (f4) and (f7); derivations of the remaining 
axioms are left to the reader. 
Sequent (Ll) is derivable when Ax is (f3). A derivation in which f is a first-order 
parameter follows: 
.f =aC.f+f =aCf’ .fArc+f:Arc 
*CVS:Arclg=,cg,f:Arc~f=acS 
*C:Cat,f:Ar, + f=ac.f 
C:Cat,.f:Ar, -+ *(,f;.f‘):Id[C] f:Arc-f:Arc 
C:Cat,,f:Ar,-+*[3fd:Arc] (,Lf;l):Od[C] 
C:Cat+*[Vfc:Arc] [3fd:Ar,](fc,fd):Od[C] 
Sequent (Ll) is derivable when Ax is (f4). In the following derivation fi ,fi,f3 and 
,f4 are first-order parameters: 
“f3 =ac_f1+f3 =ac.fi fi =ac.f4+f1 =ac.f4 .f3 =acf4+f3 =acf4 
*(f3 =acf1 Al; =ac.f4 x.f3 =acfaL f3 =acf11 fi =acf4 + f3 =acf4 
f,:Arc+f,:Arc f3:Arc+f3:Arc f4:Arc+f4:Arc 
*CVLg,h:Arcl(.f=,cg A g=aCh~,f=.ch), 
f,:ArC,f3:Arc,f4:Arc, .f3 =ac.f1, .f, =ac.f4 -+ f3 =acf4 
fi =acf3 -+ fi =acf3 
f4:Arc3 fI =ac.f3, .fi =aC.f4 + .f3 =acf4 fi :Arc+fI : Arc f3:k+f3 : Arc 
C~Jgjh:Ar~l(,f=acg A g=ach3f=aCh),*Cv~g:Arcl(,f=acg~g =acf), 
fI : Arc,f3:Arc,f4: Arc, .fr =aC.f4, .fi =acf3 + f3 =acf4 
fi =acf* + fi =acf2 .f; =acf4 + f2 =ac.f4 
C~Jg,h:Ar~l(f=acg A g=ach~f=.ch),*(fi=aCf2 Af2=ac.fk3fi=acf4L 
CV~g:Ar,l(f=,,g~g=,cf).f;:ArClf3:Ar,,f,:Ar,,f; =acf;,.fi=acf3,fi=acf4 
-‘.f3 =ac.f4 
f;:Arc+f, :Ar c ,fi:Arc+f2:Arc fk:Arc-fk:Ar, 
*Cv~sh:Ar~l(f‘=.~g A s=,ch~.f=.,h),CV~g:Ar,l(.f=,,g~g==.,f), 
fi:Ar,,f;:Ar,,f3:Ar,,f,:Ar,,.f, =acf2,fI =,cf3,fr=acf4_)f3=aCf4 
*C:Cat,f;:Ar,,,f,:Ar,,.f3:Arc,fk:Ar,,f;=,,,f,,,f, =acf3,fi=aCf4jf3=aCf~ 
C:Cat,f,:Ar,,f;:Ar,,,f,:Ar,,.f,:Ar,,f,=,,f;, *<fi,f3>:~dCCI, 
*(f2,fk>:O~CCl-f.f3=ac.f4 
C:Cat,f,:Arc,f2:Ar,,f;:Ar,-,f,:Arc 
+*(fi=acfi A <f1,f3):~~CCI A (f2,f4):0~CCl~f3=acfk) 
C:Cat-+*[Vj&gc,fii,gd:Arc](fc=,cgc A (fc,fd):Od[C] 
A (gc,gd): Od [C] 3.fd=acgd). 
Sequent (Ll) is derivable when Ax is (f7). In the following derivation fi,f2, a, and 
a2 are first-order parameters: 
01 =ac 02 + a, ==ca2 <.f2, a1 >:Src+(,f2,6):Sk (f2,a2>:Src-t(f2,a.:):Src 
*(Q1=~~a2 A (.f~,u~>:Sr~~(.f2,~~):Sr~X(fi,~,):Sr,, 
al =aCa2+(f2ra2):Src 
f2:Arc+.f2:Arc aI:Arc-+a,:Ar, u2:Ar,+a2:Ar, 
*[~.f;q,12:Arc](y=ach A (f;g):Src~(j~h):Src),a,:Arc,~f2:Ar,-u2:Ar,, 
(f2,al ):Src,lll =aCa2-‘(.f2,a2):Sr~ 
.fi=;lc.f2 + .fi=,c.f2(f;,a,>:Sr,-t(f,,a,):Sr, 
*(.fi =ac.f2 A (.f;,~~~ >:Src~<(.f2,al):Src), 
CYfg,h:Arcl(g=,ch A (1;8):Sr,~(,f;h):Sr,), 
a~:Ar~,f2:A~~~a2:Ar~,(.~~,~~1):S~C,f;=ac.f2,u1=aca2~(.fi,a2>:Src 
,fr:Ar,~fr:Ar, ,fi:Ar,+f2:Ar, u,:Ar,+u,:Ar, 
*C~tY,h:Ar,l(,f=,,y A (.f;Iz):Src~((9,h):Src), 
CVJg,lr:Arc](g=ach A (j;8):Sr,~(.f;h):Src), 
.fi:Ar~,~,:Ar~,f2:Ar~,cr2:Ar~,(f,,~,):Sr~,.f,=,~f~, 
a1 =aCaz+<.fz,a2):Src 
*C:Cat,,f, :Ar,,u, :Ar,,,f2:Arc, a,:Ar,, (f,, a,):Sr,,,f, =acf2, 
u1 =aC~2+(.f2r~2):Src 
C:Cat,f;:Ar,,a,:Ar,,f;:Ar,,a,:Ar,,(,f,,a,):Sr,,*(,f,,f2):OeO[C], 
*(u1,az>:OdCCI~(.f;,a2):Src 
C:Cat,~f,:Ar,,u,:Ar,,j~:Ar,,a,:Ar, 
-*((.1;,ul>:Sk A (.fIt.f2>:~~Ccl A (~1,~2):O~CCI~(f2,u2):~~c) 
C:Cat+*[Vfc,c,jit,d:Ar,]((fc,c):Sr, A (j;l,fd):Od[C] 
A (c,d):Od[C]~(,fd,d):Sr,) 
Appendix B 
Derivations for the sequent (L2), 
Ax[F~,C~,D~],AX[F~,C~,~~]D~=~C~+ 
Ax[[F~[CF1,C1,D1,F2,C2,D2],C1,D2] 
are provided for the axioms (f4) and (f9) only. 
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Sequent (L2) is derivable when Ax is (f4). In the following derivation 
PC,, PC,, pd,, pd,, pdd, and pddz are first-order parameters: 
PC1 =ac1 Pcz+Pcl =ac1 PC2 (pcl,pddl ):Fl+<pc,,pdd, ):f’l 
(pc2,pdd2):F1-t(pc2,pdd,):Fl 
pc,=ac~pc2r(pc~,pdd~):Fl,(pcz,pdd,):Fl 
-‘*(PC1 =. ac1pc2 A <pc,,pdd,):F1 A (pc2,pddz):Fl) 
pdd, =aD1 pdd,, =aD1 =e =aC2 + pdd, =aC2 pdd2 (Lemma 5.1) 
*(Pc,=,,,Pc~ A <pc,,pddl):Fl A (pcz,pdd2):F1~pdd,=,D,pdd,), 
=aD1=e=ac2,PC1=aC1PC2,(PC1,pdd1):F1, 
(pc2,pdd2):F1-tpdd~=aczpddr 
(pdd,,pd,):F2+(pdd,,pd,):F2 (pddz,pd2):F2+(pdd,,pd2):F2 
(PC,=,,, pc2 A <pcl,pdd1 ):Fl A (pcz,pddz):Fl 
zpdd, =aDl pdd2h =aDl =e=ac2, 
pc,=,c~pc2,(pc~,pdd~):Fl,(pdd,,pd,):F2,(pc2,pdd2):F1, 
(pdd,,pd,):FZ 
-*(pdd, = aczpddz A <pdd,,pdl):F2 A (pddz,pd,):F2) 
pdl= aD2 pd2 + pdl =aD2pd2 
<pddz>pdz):F2+pd, =aD2Pd2 
pdd,:Ar,,, ArD, =eArc2 + pdd,:Ar,, 
pdd2:ArD,, Ar,, =eArC2 + pdd2:Arc2 
pdl :Ar,, + pdl:ArD2 pd2:ArD2 -+ pd2:ArD2 
(PCI =a~, pc2 A (pc,,pdd, ):f’l A (pc2>pdd,):F1 Ipddl =aDl pdd,), 
*[vcl,c2: ArC2]*[VdI,d2:ArDZ](c,=,c2c2 A (cl,d,):F2 
A (c2,d2):F23dI =&dl), 
*Dl=,C2,pc,:Ar,,,pc,:Ar,,,pd,:A~~~,pd~:Ar~~,pc~=~~~pc~, 
pdd,:ArDl,(pc,,pdd,):Fl,(pdd,,pd,):F2,pddz:Ar,,, 
<pc2,pddz):Fl, 
<pddz,pd,):F2 + pdl=ampdz 
pdd,:Ar,, -+ pdd,:Ar,, pdd2:Ar,, --f pdd2:ArD, 
*Wdl,d2:ArD11(pcl = ~CIPCZ A (~c,,d~):Fl A (~~2,d2):Fl~dl=,oldz), 
[V'c,. c2:Arc2][Vdd,,d2:Ar,2](c1=,C2c2 A (cI,d,):F2 
A ((.z,dz):F2xdl =amdzL 
Dl=,C2,pc,:Ar,,,pc,:Ar,,,pd,:Aro2,pd2:ArD2,pc1=aclp~2, 
pddI:Ar~I,(pc,,pdd,):F1,(pddI.pdI):F2,pdd2:Ar,I, 
<pc,,pdd,):Fl, 
<pdd,>pd,):F2 + pd, =ampdz 
CvdI,d2:ArDIl(pcI =acl pc2 A (pcl,dl):F1 A (pc2,4):f’1 xd, =aD1 61, 
[VcI,c~:Arc,][Vd,,dz:ArD2](c,=aC2~2 A (cl,dl):F2 A 
(c2,dz):F2=,dl=.02d2), 
D1=,C2,~c~:Ar,,,pc~:Ar,,,pd,:Ar,~,pd2:Ar,~,~c~=,~,~c~, 
*[3d:Ar,,]((pc,,d):Fl A (d,pd,):F2), 
*[3d:Ar,,]((pcz,d):F1 A (d,pd,):F2) + pdI=ao2pd2 
C~dl,d2:ArDll(pc, =aC1 PC, A (pc,,d, ):Fl 
A (pc,,dz):Fl xdl =a~1 d,), 
[Vc,,c2:Arc2][Vd,,d2:Ar,2](c,=aC2~2 A (cl,d,):F2 A 
(c2rdZ):F2~dl=,Dzdz), 
D1=,C2,pc,:Arc,,pc2:Arc,,pd,:Ar,2,pd2:Ar~2,pcI=a~1~~2, 
*(pc,,pd,):[F@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2], 
*(pc,,pd,):[FQZ[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,02] 
+pd, =aD2 $2 
pcl :ArcI -+pcl :ArcI pc2:ArcI +pcz:Arcl 
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*[Vc,,cz:ArcI][Vd,,d2:ArDl](cI=,cIc2 A (c,,dr):Fl A 
(c2,d2):Fl Id, =a.91 d2), 
[VcI,c2:Arc,][Vd1,dz:ArD2](c1=ac2~2 A (c,,d,):F2 
A (cz,dz):F2=,dl=,Dzd2), 
[Vcl,cZ:ArCZ] [Vd,,d,:Ar,,](c, ==c2c2 A (c,,d,):F2 
A (cz,&):F2xd, =a,xdz), 
Dl =e C2 
+*[VcI,c2:Arcl]*[Vd,,d2:Arr,2]( 
cl=,c,c2 A (c,,dI):[F@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2] 
A (e2,dz):IF@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2]~dI=aD2d2). 
Sequent (L2) is derivable when Ax is (f9). In the following derivation the first- 
order parameters pcI, pcz, pc3, pdI, pd,, pd3, pel, pe, and pe3 are used: 
pe,:Ar,,, ArD=,Arc2 --f pe,:Ar,, 
pez:Ar,,, ArDl=,Arcz + pez:Arc2pe,:Ar,,, 
Ar,, =eArc2 + pe,:Ar,, (Lemma 5.1) 
pdr :ArD2+pdl :ArDZ pd2:ArD2+pd2:Ar,, pd3:ArD2+pd,:Ar,, 
<per,pe23pej):Cp,r, ArDr=,Arcl 
+ (peI,pe2,pe3):Cpc2 (Lemma 5.1) 
(pe,,pd,):F2~(pe,,pd,):F2 (pe2,pdz):F2~(pe2,pdz):F2 
(pe3,pd,):F2~(pe,,pd3):F2 <pdI,pd,,pd3):Cp,, 
+(pd,,pdz,pd3):Cp,, 
*Cv~c,,f2,fc3:ArC2l*CV~dl,fd2,fd3:Ar,2l*((fc,,fc2,.fc,):Cp,2 
A (fcl,fdl):F2 A (fc2,fd2):F2 A (fc3,fd3):F2 
~(fd,,fd,,fd,):Cp,,), 
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*Dl =eC2,pd1:ArDZ,pdz:Ar,,,pdj:Ar,,, 
pe,:Ar,,,pe,:Ar,,,pe,:Ar,,, 
(pel,pe2,pe3):Cp,,,(pe,,pdl):F2, 
(pe,,pd,):F2,(pe,,pd,):F2 
+(pd,,pd,>pd~):Cpm 
pc,:Arcl+pc,:Arcl pcz: Ar,, -‘pcz: Arc1 pq: Arc1 +pc3: Arc1 
pe,:ArDl+pe,:Ar,, pe,:Ar,,-tpe,:ArD, pe,:Aro,+pe3:ArD, 
(Pc,,Pc,,Pc,):cP,,~(Pc,,Pc,,Pc3):cP,, 
(pc,,pe,):Fl-*(pc,,pe,):Fl 
(pc2,pe,):Fl-t(pc,,pe,):Fl (pc,,pe3):Fl~(pc~,pe3):Fl 
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Dl =PC2,pc1:Arcl,pcz:Arcl,pc3:Arcl,pdl:ArD2,pd2:Ar,,, 
pd3 : ArD2, 
(pc,,Pc~,Pc3):Cpcl,*C~f-Aroll*((pcl,f):Fl 
A (f; pdl >:F% 
*I?f:Ar,,l*C(pc,,f’):F1 A (f;pd2):F2), 
*C?f-Ar,,l*((pc,,f):Fl A <.f;pd3):W 
+(pdl>pdz,pdz):Cp,, 
C~.f~l~.f~2~f~3:A~cllCiJJill,.f~z,.f~j:A~Dll((f~l,.f~2,f~3):Cpcl 
A (jkl,.f;ii,):Fl A (.fcz,fa,):Fl A (fi3,fil3):Fl 
IJ (01 ?f‘d,,fd, ):CPm 13 
C~f~l,f~~,f~3:ArcZll~f~l,.f~2,.f~3:ArDzI((f~l,fi-z,fCj):CpCZ 
A (.fc,,.fd,):F2 A (.fcz,fdr>:F2 A (fc3,fds):F2 
3(.f~l,fa,,f~,>:CPDr), 
D1=,C2,pc,:Ar,,,pc,:Arc,,pc3:Ar,,,pd,:Ar,,, 
pd2:ArD2,pd3:ArDZ, 
(pc,,pc2,pc3):Cpcl,*(pc,,pd,):[F@CFl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D 
*(pcZ,pdz):RE[F1,C1,D1,F2,C2,D2], 
*(pc3,pd3):[F@[F1,C1,D1,F2,C2,D2] 
+(pdl,pdz,pd3):Cpm 
C~f~l,.fi.2,,fC3:Arcll C~fu’l,filz,f~~3:ArDll((.fcl,fcz,fc3):Cpcl 
A <fcl>.fdl>:Fl A (fcz,.f&):F1 A <.fc3,.fd3):Fl 
~(fu’l,f~z,.fii3):CPD1), 
C~fc,,fc,,.f’c3:Ar,,lC~f~,,f~,,.f~,:Ar,,l((.fc,,fc,,fc,):Cp,, 
A <fcl,fd,):F2 A <.fcz,.fdz):K? A (fcj>fd3):F2 
~(fd,,f’d,,fd3):CPD2), 
Dl =e C2 
-*Cvfc,,fcz,fc3:Arcll*C~fdl,.fdz,fd3:ArDz1 
*((fi’l,.fC2,fL.3):CPCI 
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A (,fc~,,fii~):~@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2] 
A (,fczr,fii2):1F@[F1,C1,D1,F2,C2,D2] 
A (,fc3,,filj):~@[Fl,Cl,Dl, F2,C2,02] 
3(.f~lr.fillr.f~3):CPD*). 
Appendix C 
A derivation of each sequent (Tl), 
+Ax[Ar, =;,%,Tg,cCgn], 
where Ax [Ar, =a, Sr, Tg, Cp] is one of the axioms (cl l), (c 15) and (Cl S), will be given. 
The sequent (Tt) is derivable when Ax is the axiom (~11). In the following 
derivation aI, a2 are first-order parameters. 
aI =aca2+ul =acu2 a1 =aCa2-ta, =aCa2 
+(u1 =aCa2)-(a, =aCU2) 
a,:Ar,,a,:Arc+(a, =aca2)r(a, =aCa2) 
~*C~f;y:Ar,l(*(.f,g):~~CCI-(.f=,c8)) 
-+C=,C (Lemma 5.1) 
4*(C=.C A C =,C A [~~;s:Ar,]((,f;g):O~[C]-f=.~g) 
-*((F,C,D),(n~[C],C,C)):~o 
C:Cat+( Od[C],C,C):A~ (Lemma 5.2) 
Functor[F,C,D]+*[Sla:A~]((F,C,D),a):So 
*(F,C,D):Ar+[3a:Ar]((F,C,D),a):Sr 
+*[v”fAr][3u:An](,f, n):Sr 
The sequent (Tl) is derivable when Ax is the axiom (~15). 
(1) (Fl,Cl,Dl):Ar, (F2,C2,02):Ar, D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 
~(Fa=[Fl,Cl,DI,F2,C2,02],C1,02):Ap 
(2) D3=,01, D3=,C2 
+((Fl,Cl,DI),(F2,C2,02), 
(Fa=[Fl,Cl,DI,F2,C’2,D2],Cl,D2)):@p 
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(Fl,Cl,Dl):Ao, (F2,C2,02):Ar, D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 
+*[3h:Arp]((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,D2),h):@p 
(F~,CI,D~):AIP, (F2,C2,02):Ar, (F3,C3,03):An, 
*((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F3,C3,03)):Ug, *((F2,C2,02),(F3,C3,03)):% 
+[3h:An]((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,02),h):@p 
(Fl,Cl,Dl):Ar, (F2,C2,02):Arp, (F3,C3,03):A 
+*(((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F3,C3,D3)):Ug 
A ((F2,C2,02),(F3,C3,03)):% 
~[311:Ao]((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,D2),h):@p) 
-*[yf;g,a:AIP]((~a):uQ A (g,u):~~~[3h:A~](f;g,h):@[ln). 
A derit:ation of’ (1) 
D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 + Dl=,C2 (Lemma 5.1) 
(Fl, Cl, Dl):Ar, (F2, C2, D2):Av, Dl =B C2 
-( [F@[Fl, Cl, Dl, F2, C2,02], Cl, D2):Ap (Lemma 5.3) 
(Fl,Cl,Dl):h, (F2,C2,02):&, D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 (cut) 
-+(IF@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2],Cl,D2):Ar. 
A derivution qf (2) 
a3:Ar,, +a3:Ar,, (u,,a3):Fl~(a,,a,):Fl (a3,az)F2+(a3,u~)F2 
a3:Ar,,,(a,,u,):Fl,(u,,a,)F2 -+ *[3k:Ar,I] 
*((a,,h):Fl A (h,uz)F2) 
*[~h:ArDI]*((aI,h):Fl A (h,az)F2) 
+13~~:ArDIl(<~,, h):Fl A (h,u,)F2) 
*[3h:Ar,,]*((al,h):F1 A (h,a,)F2) 
-+[3h:Ar,,]((u,,h):Fl A (h,a,)F2) (similar) 
-+[3h:Ar,,]((u,,h):FI A (h,uz)F2)-[3h:Ar,l]((u,,h):Fl A (h,u2)F2) 
-‘*(al,a,):[F@[F1,C1,Dl,F2,C2,D2]=[31~:Ar,,]((u,,h):Fl 
A (ku,>F2) 
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ul:ArcI,uz:ArDz 
+((a,,a~):[F@[Fl,C1,Dl,F2,C2,D2] 
-[31~:Ar,,]((a,,h):Fl A (h,u,)F2)) - 
-+*[V$ArcI][Vg:Ar,,]( 
(,f;g):IF@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,02]-[3h:Ar,,]((f,h):Fl A (h,g)F2)) 
D3=,01,03=,C2 + Dl=,C2 +Cl=,Cl +D2=,02 
(Lemma 5.1) 
D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 
+*(Cl =e Cl A Dl =e C2 A D2=,02 A [V.f:ArcI][Vg:Ar,,]( 
(.f;~g)(:IF@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2]-[3h:Ar,,] 
((f,h):Fl A (kgjF2))) 
D3=,Dl, D3=,C2 
+*((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,02), 
([F@[Fl,Cl,Dl,F2,C2,D2],Cl,D2)):@p. 
There follows a derivation of (Tl), when Ax is the axiom (~18). 
(1) ((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,D2)):S~ + ((F2,C2,02),(F2,C2,02)):% 
(2) ((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,02)):% + ((F2,C2,02),(F2,C2,02)):Ug 
(3) (Fl,Cl,Dl):Arp, ((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,02)):% 
+((F2,C2,D2),(F1,Cl,Dl),(F1,Cl,Dl)):@p 
(Fl,Cl,Dl):Ar, (F2,C2,02):As, ((Fl,Cl,Dl),(F2,C2,02)):Sr 
-( ( (F2, C2, D2), (F2. C2,02)): SIP A ( (F2, C2, D2), 
(F2, C2,02)):Ug 
A ((F2,C2,D2),(Fl,Cl,Dl),(Fl,Cl,Dl)):@p) 
-*[~f,a:Ap]*((,~a):~n~(a,a):~~~ A (a,a):Ug A (u,f;,f):Cp). 
Derivations of (1) and (3) will be given. 
A deviuution of (1) 
(uI,uz):F2+(uI,u2):F2 u1 =acIaz,C2=eC1 + u,=~~~u~ 
( Lemma 5.1) 
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*((u,.u~):F2~a,=~~~U~),C2=~Cl + *((a,,Nz):F2~a,=.,2u,) 
(u, =ac1 u,3(u,,az):F2),C2=,Cl + (~~1=,~zu2~(U1,u2):F2) 
(similar) 
*((ul,uZ):F2=u, =aC1 a,),C2=,Cl + *((u,,u,):F2~u,=,~,u,) 
ul :ArC2, C2=,Cl + ul:ArC., u,:Ar,,, C2=,Cl + a,:Ar,-, 
( Lemma 5. I) 
C2=,C1,*[Yf;g:Arc,]((j;g):F2 -.f=aclg).u,:Arcz,az:Ar(Z 
-((u,,u,):F2~u,=,,,uz) - 
C2=,Cl,CV~y:Ar,,l((~;y):F2 = .f=aC1 y) 
-*C~f;g:Ar,,l((J;y):F2~,f=,,2y) 
-tCL?=,C2 D2=,Cl, C2=,Cl + D2=,C2 (Lemma 5.1) 
C2=, Cl,D2=, Cl, [V’fig:Arcl]( (,f;g):F2 = .f’=aC1 g) 
+*(C2=,C2 A D2=,C2 A [Vj;g:Arrz]((,f;g):F2 = .f’=sc-g)) 
*((FI,Cl,Dl),(F2.C2,D2)):s ~+*((F~,C~,D~).(F~,C~,D~)):SIP. 
A derivufion of (3) 
(4 (Fl,Cl,Dl):A~,D2=,Cl,[Vj~g:Ar,,]((,f~g):F2 E ,f’=,cIg), 
u,:Arcl,u,:Ar,,~((ul,u~):F1 x[!lh:Ar,,]((u,,h):FZ A (h,uz):F1)) 
(b) (Fl,Cl,Dl):A~,C2=,Cl,D2=,CI,*[V~~g:Ar~,]((,f;y):F2 ~.f’=~~~g), 
u,:Arc,,a,:Ar,,-t([312:Ar,,](u,,I?):F2 A (h,u,):Fl)~(u,,~~):Fl) 
(Fl,Cl,D1):A~,D2=,Cl,[V,f;g:Ar,,]((,f~g):F2 -_.f’=acIg)r 
u,:Arcl.uz:Ar,I,-+*((ul,uz):FI ~[3h:Ar,,]((Ll,,h):F2 - 
A (12,u2):F1)) 
(El,C1,D1):As,D2=,CI,[Vj~g:Arcl]((,f~g):F2 = .f’=aclg) 
-*[~fiArcl]*[Vg:Ar,,]((.j;g):Fl =[3h:ArDZ] 
((,Lh):F2 A (h.g):Fl)) 
C2 =,Cl+C2=pCl D2=,Cl~D2=,Cl (Lemma 5.1) 
(F~,CI,D~):A~,C~=,C~,D~=,CI,[V~~~:A~,,]((,~~~):F~-,~=~~~~) 
-*(C2=, Cl A D2=, Cl A Dl =,Dl 
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A [VfiArc,]~Vg:Ar,,]((j;g):Fl-[3k:Ar,,] 
((f;k):F2 A (k,g):Fl))) 
(F1,C1,D1):Ar,*((F1,C1,D1),(F2,C2,02)):!?3r 
+*((F2,C2,D2),(F1,Cl,D1),(F1,C1,D1)):Cgn 
A derivation of (a) will be given; a derivation of(b) is left to the reader. 
A derit?ation uf’ (a) 
(a,,a,):F2~(u,,a,):F2 (a,,az):Fl~(u,,az):F1 
a,:ArcI, D2=,Cl + u,:Ar,, (Lemma 5.1) 
D2=,C1,(a,,a,):F2,a,:Arc,,(a,,az):F1~*[3k:ArD1]*((a,,k):F2 
A (k,u,):Fl) 
Cl :Cat, a, :Ar Cl +a1 =ac1 a1 (cl) 
(F1,C1,D1):As,D2=,C1,*(uI=acIa,~(u,,u,):F2), 
ur:Arcr, az:ArD,,(a,,uz):F1~[3h:Ar,,]((al,lz):F2 A (k,u,):Fl) 
u,:Ar cI+uI:Arcl u,:Ar,,+a,:ArcI 
(Fl,Cl,D1):A~,D2=,C1,*[~~~g:Arcl]((f,g):F2-f=~c,g), 
al:Arc,,az:Arn,. (u,,az):F1+[3k:Ar,z]((u,,k):F2 A (k,u*):Fl) 
(F1,C1,D1):A~,02=,C1,[~f;g:Ar,,]((~~g):F2-f=,,,g), 
u,:Arc,,u,:Ar,,+*((u,,n,):F1~[3k:Ar,,]((u,,k):F2 A (k,u,):Fl)) 
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